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SKIDMORE, OWINGS AND MERRILL  LLP
THE GREAT LAKES AND ST LAWRENCE CITIES INITIATIVE

The next economic transformation
centers on how we grow a “Green
and Blue” economy – helping a
rapidly urbanizing world develop and
deploy new more sustainable energy,
water, mobility and food systems.
And make water, food, green spaces
and transportation accessible to all.
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That will change and affect all we do….

The Energy We Use The Infrastructure We Build

The Products We Buy The Places We Live and Work In
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Where and how we get the food to feed a
hungry world, locally and globally…



And where we get, and how we use
our water
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There are huge multi-trillion dollar
markets for new energy, water, food,
and mobility solutions – that can be the
economy of the future for us, and
others…



And make life better for a lot of people



There are lots of “green” and ‘blue” solutions…



Flexible photovoltaic sheets or fabrics deployed on roofs of huts and yurts
What can we do with 10 Watt DC off grid?

• Water pumping (0.1 liter per second from 10 m depth)
• Water disinfection with UV diodes
• GaN light emitting diodes
• Charging a cell phone

70% of Africa is off-gridDeep-UV AlN LED (Crystal-IS)
-vs. Chlorine-resistant Cryptosporidium

Example: “The 10 watt solution for an energy cottage
industry”
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That create new jobs and also create more
vibrant, attractive and sustainable
communities, that have attributes and
communicate values that make them
attractive places to live, work and play.
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Water is at the center of this
new sustainable “Green – Blue”
economy – essential for life, and
everything else…



Without it…
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Water is also a magical backdrop to life…



But how does water matter to the

economy?  What does this coming

‘Blue Economy” look like?
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WELL WE KNOW THERE IS ONLY SO MUCH
WATERFRONT REAL ESTATE…AND PEOPLE LIKE THEIR
“COASTS”

THE GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE RIVER REGION
HAVE OVER 11,000 MILES OF LAKE FRONTAGE

THIS EQUATES TO THE DISTANCE BETWEEN CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS, & PERTH, AUSTRALIA.

CHICAGO

PERTH
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And water makes for special places to live and visit…



In our case in Michigan water defines us, and
gives us “Pure Michigan” lifestyle
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But not if all this water is toxic,
noxious, or on fire, or you can’t
use or get to it…

Cleveland



But beyond that how does water matter to the
economy?
The Blue Economy: the ways water and water
innovation creates jobs and drive economies.
The Legacy Ways:

- Blue Highways
- Blue Resources
The Emerging Ways
- Blue Business
- Blue Research and Innovation
- Blue Places



Legacy Ways: Blue Highways – Blue Resources
Shipping, Ports, Fishing



Legacy Ways: Blue Resources
Big Water Users in Agriculture, Energy,

Manufacturing, Beverages



Emerging Ways: Blue Business
Water Products and Services

For Trillion $ Global Water Technology Market…



Emerging Ways: Blue Research and Innovation
Centers of Education, R&D…

Michigan Tech
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World leading
centers of
research and
learning…

 20 OF WORLD’S BEST
RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES ARE
HERE – MORE THAN ANY
OTHER REGION

 JOINING RICH NETWORK OF
COLLEES & COMMUNITY
COLLEGES TO PRODUCE THE
TALENT - ENGAGED IN THE
FUTURE OF WATER,
TECHNOLOGY  AND THE
PLANET

 FOSTERING PUBLIC-PRIVATE
SECTOR INNOVATION

 GLOBAL CLASSROOM

 LED GREEN REVOLUTION –
CAN LEAD BLUE REVOLUTION



Working with Blue Business to Solve Global
Water Problems

• At least 780 million people do not have access to
clean drinking water

• ~2.5 billion people lack access to safe sanitation
systems

• 2-5 million people—mainly children—die as a result
of preventable water-related diseases every year

• California, multiplying water crisis, need all systems
– industry, farms, offices, homes, communities -- to
use water smarter
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Washington, Michigan  and India need to grow food without
using up and wrecking the water
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China and Great Lakes need to clean up the mess we made
industrializing
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Flint, Toledo and Haiti need clean water for drinking
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Detroit and Dakar need wastewater solutions
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Every farm, office, factory, home, building and community
needs to use water much more efficiently.



Blue Places allow you to enjoy the water, if
it is clean and you can get to it!



With new features like water trails…

Water Trails: Spokane River - Lake Michigan
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And green infrastructure…
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Like Grand Rapids – Where they are putting it all
together….“Greenest” US mid-size city, led by smart water
use…putting “rapids” back in the Grand…core city re-
development facing the river for talent retention…repurpose
manufacturing like Cascade Engineering water purifying
products….Annis Water Resources Institute. Spokane?



Blue Economy
Water cleaning, monitoring,
conservation products and
services

Building retrofits, water
infrastructure repair, filter
making, “blue-collar” jobs

“Blueways”, wetland
preservation, waterfront
renewal, water trails

Rain-gardens, ‘grey-water
systems, smart water use
lifestyles, “blue culture”

Green Economy
Wind, solar, battery, bio-mass, next
energy technology creation

Building retrofits, turbine
machining, solar panel production,
transit-building: “green collar jobs”

“Greenways”, parks, open-space:
“green” places

Green roofs, recycling, local food:
“green” culture and values

Put it all together
‘Blue really is the New Green’



Add it all up: In Michigan we found 1 in 5 jobs, $60 billion dollars
a year linked to water
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If we accelerate these efforts - water
‘magic’ and sustainable use can
reinvigorate our economies…
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Rust Belt turns Blue - “Freshwater Coast”



To learn more about the Blue Economy go to:
Michiganblueeconomy.org

Where is water in your economic future?



Thank You!
@John_C_Austin

jcaustin@umich.edu
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